Congressional Tour of FDA Labs
Witness Medical Technology Demonstrations First-Hand

WHAT will you see?
Skeleton with optical markers tracking movement in space
FDA scientists obtaining EEG data from a mouse
Step inside an electromagnetic clean room

Friday, July 21, 2017
9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Transportation to FDA Provided
Boxed Lunches to be Provided
RSVP to smandell@aimbe.org

Who will you meet?
Jeff Shuren, M.D., J.D., Director, Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH), FDA
Ed Margerrison, Ph.D., Director, Office of Science & Engineering Labs, CDRH, FDA

What labs will you visit?
Human Device Interaction Lab
Optical Lab
Medical Device Electromagnetic Compatibility Lab
Neural Lab